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About This Game

As a member of the strange secret society E.Y.E, you wake up after a fight in which your fellow teammates were killed. E.Y.E,
an armed branch of the Secreta Secretorum is attempting a coup against the all-powerful Federation, a coalition of several

worlds and planets that rule with an iron fist.
 To complicate matters, E.Y.E itself is plagued with its own internal conflicts between the Jian faction and the Culter faction, to

which you belong. Your loyalties are torn between Commander Rimanah, your superior and the chief of the Secreta who is a
separatist with an unstoppable ambition, and the "Mentor" your friend and instructor. The "Mentor" tries at all costs to unite the
two rival factions. In doing so, you are thrust into the middle of a fratricidal war frought with political conspiracies and quests

for power in which different groups and megacorporations are implicated.
 These troubles set the stage for an attack by an unknown force bent on destroying humankind.

Key features:

Multiplayer co-op modes directly influence solo play, and vice-versa. The limits of solo and multiplayer games are
finally left behind.

Psychological and mental trauma management.

25 weapons, different shooting modes, dynamic precision, drilling shots, iron sighting, extended zoom.

Complete hacking system with game play impact
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9 devastatingly subtle PSI powers.

More than 20 NPC with non-scripted, fully reactive and efficient AI, endowed with a sense of initiative. Bloody close
combat with technical detail. Incredible physical movement realism thanks to Source Engine physics.

Excellent replayability - primary and secondary missions, dynamic environments, non-linear level progression, and
random NPC spawn, type and appearance. Death doesn't penalize players: no need to restart the current mission.

Open-level gameplay for hours of fun without reloading.
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Title: E.Y.E: Divine Cybermancy
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Streum On Studio
Publisher:
Streum On Studio
Release Date: 29 Jul, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7 32/64-bit / Vista 32/64 / XP

Processor: Pentium 4 3.0GHz, Athlon 64 3000+ or better

Memory: 1 GB for XP / 2GB for Vista

Hard Disk Space: At least 6 GB of free space

Video Card: : DirectX 9 compatible video card with 128 MB, Shader model 2.0. ATI X800, NVidia 6600 or better

DirectX®: 9.0c

Sound: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

Additional: Internet Connection required for multiplayer

English,French
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It looks stupid, units and buildings have bright neon strips on them, rather than doing something smart and using brown/beige vs
black/grey vs green/olive green, or camo patterns, it lacks any immession, even by world ending b-movie action games.

Frankly, I have no use for it, a shame, but otherwise I have nothing to do there, it just looks silly, it also has perfectly visually
semetrical maps and basebuilding, both of which are illogical.

It might be mechanically funtional, but stylisticly and visually, it's rubbish.. Concept is cool, controls\/graphics\/camera\/level
design and pretty much everything else is bloody terrible. Asked for a refund, even on a 60% sale. The game is just a pain to
play.. its fun reminds me of Enter The Gungeon. I havent played to much of the game but from what ive so far has been
challenging but good fun.. best dreampack so far. the escort RS1600 literally hurts your ears and sends vibrations through your
head when using amped headphones and driving it. same thing with the gallardo SL. the other cars are great, but these 2 are the
ones that stand out to me the most. definitely worth $10 and you can get it for $8 now. Good shoots, cute art style (both the in-
game pixel art and comics between levels), BANGIN sound track and decent potential for replayability. Definitely worth the
two dollarydoos.. I'm gonna be honest, I came here for Soup-erb's amazing talents in digital art. What I was met with however is
a fun and slightly rage inducing game with interesting characters and charming story elements. The dialogue is top notch and
every second of this game is worth far more than the market price.

It's honestly a shame that you're not charging more for this Soup.. What can i say. I only played for 1 hour and i`m already in
love with this game. The writing style is really great and it`s really enjoyable in general. This is a sure reccommendation for any
puzzle fan (yes, this game includes a lot of puzzles in combination with a lot of text), but be sure to also check out Shady Brook
or Lifestream.
I\u00b4ll write a more detailed review after i`ve fully completed the game!. Beautiful game with stunning graphics and a fitting
soundtrack. I love the fact that by playing through every ending you can get that special prize, which is perfect. Sure there were
a few typos, like Teodore instead of Theodore and other little things that you would have to look twice to see, but that is to be
expected of a translation and a game of this size. This game deserves more love and praise.
11/10 I would replay this monthly.. This is my thought on the game after not being able to play it due to the server end
problems. The only way I was able to PLAY was with friends, through the steam join off friends...... Now that all my friends
quit the game, I can not longer even attempt to play due to it being broken for me, I would like a refund. It is sad when a f###ck
dev the main guy on the game FRED himself is in my pc and still can not find the problem with it.... something has to change
with his company of failed games and this is just idk.... one thing i guess i can say is thank you for making WarZ cause i made a
friend of 11 years/ that is the best thing you ever did FRED. Fun game, reminds me of Peggle and Bejewled 3. Not games that
You can play 8 hours straight, but a good timekiller.
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i dont know what was worse, trying to pilot the♥♥♥♥♥♥ship which has terrable controles. or trying to figur3e out how to get
out of this cancerous game. Buy only if you are looking to kill yourself
. my far cry 3 deluxe bundle dlc dosent work i am not reciveing any of the missions. Brief and beautiful snippets you can chain
together one after another or in small bites as a pallet cleanser between other activities or as a cheery pick-me-up.. An amazing
chill-out casual game, for a fair price indeed.
I feel like it's a sort of mix between Paradox Interactive games, like Europa Universalis and Crusader Kings, with some really
casual city building like Caesar and stuff. Although casual, the city building plays a major role in managing your city state to
glory and hegemonia over Greece.
I should also praise the soundtrack, cause it's beautiful and very chilling. I could literally just listen to it for hours, and if the
devs would put it for sale, I'd surely buy it.
Overall it's a great game, even though I've played it only for a few hours. I'm definately playing more of it in the future and
giving full support for the continuity of the progress of the development.. Usually these sort of games are local only so I can
look past the jankyness in places. Devs seem active so wait and see if unsure.. I love Pixel Puzzles games, I buy them all! Bring
out more please!!! 9\/10 :D. Ok, have you ever seen the movie this is actually based off of?

No? Neither have I till after I played this game.

That being said.. this game is literally a true NES style adaptation of what a game would be if this rather hokey and terrible
movie had a game that wasn't made by Laughing Joking Numbnuts (LJN). It's almost that kind of quality if Konami decided
to♥♥♥♥♥♥one out for a quick license grab... and that is why I love it.

Honestly this game is heavily underrated but if you want a nice short platform romp whether you even care to stomach through
the movie or not then for $3 you really can't go wrong. Beat the game in a couple of hours, might revisit it sometime just
because it was just simply fun to play (might try my luck on the harder modes).

All in all, it delivers for a game you never asked for and you might find yourself loving it for that.. TL:DR review.
Its a fun retro arcade style top-down dogfighting game with (at the time of this review) 3 aircraft classes and an awesome sound
track if your a fan of Top Gun. Definetly worth getting.

Full review.

Are you a huge fan of fast jets and 80's style soundtracks? Ever wanted to pull a 5g negative dive, while inverted? Well if you
feel the need, the need for speed then this is the game for you.

A modern take on the 80's hit movie, Top Gun, this game has high octane dogfights with AI and other players. If dogfights dont
take your fancy you can assist your AI ground forces in destroying the enemy bases with ground attack aircraft, just make sure
you have an escort as you'll be easy pickings for any interceptor jets near by.

The game receives a lot of good maintainance thanks to its Discord group that the dev lets players use to report bugs, suggest
new ideas, hangout with other players, organise competitions and allow coms between the players in the same match.

The sound track is excellent as it does a good job to sound similar to the Top Gun soundtrack without directly copying the
songs, bravo.

Its a fun little game that is well worth the £6.99 and the discord is pretty neat.. Worst game I've evr played. Oh My Gosh -
Loved the waterpark episode and now cant wait to see Holly dress max up <3
Not sure what to think of the new game but i will keep my mind open because I would prefer to play it before I judge to much.
Figurines of all the characters from all three games seems a super cool Idea and I would deffinetly collect them and it would
hopefully bring you funding for more episodes.

KYAAAAAAAA!!!!!!

Really want to donate 3000AU but I am not rich I can barely afford the first one being trans and all I am so worried about not
having enough to be myself and cover cost of everything. :( wanted to appear in this game and even more so Really want to buy
figurine's of all characters from all games Lached has done. <3 <3 If I was rich I would deffinetly donate 3000AU.
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Guess I should get a job but its hard.

Please Please Please make a store to help fund you while making things affordable to us. I can see it now a shelf with all the
characters on and two large posters on my wall removing all my other ones and keeping just your's up. No I am not holly xd but
I guess you could say we have similerarities.
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